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INTRODUCTION
Microgravity is one of the many attributes or the low-Earth orbit
(LEO) environment approximately 2000km above Earth’s surface.
The International Space Station provides a platform to observe the
impact microgravity, or the lack thereof, can have on traditional
terrestrial investigations where gravity is always a factor in any
equation. LEO, however, provides an opportunity for researchers of
all backgrounds to remove gravity from the equation and discover
solutions that cannot exist on Earth where the force of gravity
cannot be compromised. As such, microgravity can affect the
physical properties of materials and fluids, as well as biological
systems making it an innovative opportunity to explore cell-based
procedures.

DESIGN RATIONALE
To translate the primary science objectives that are accomplished
by a shaker table for a microgravity platform in space, it is first
important to recognize the lack of accessibility and available
platforms. While access to space via rockets in a variety of
commercial resupply vehicles is limited, the only available platform
to conduct any research in space is the International Space Station.
This already limits users and potential researchers to the Destiny
lab module on the ISS which is dedicated to US-based research. In
addition to this, astronaut time is not only rare to acquire but
expensive (ISS National Lab, 2020).

ABSTRACT
The International Space Station (ISS) is home to
innovative research and design (R&D) applications that
utilizes the microgravity environment including complex
biology. However, it does not have the current facility or
space to provide access to a shaker table, a key tool to
maintain healthy cell growth. An automated agitation
system would fill such a gap in available resources for
complex biology on the ISS. Cells, when living in an
enclosed system or petri dish feed on the fluid medium
around them and as such tend to clump. However,
clumping ruins the ability for these cells to grow
independently and therefore can result in a failed
investigation. A tabletop mechanical design was developed
to stop the patient-derived cells from clumping without
destroying them and then compared to a shaker table's
agitation. I will be designing and building an automated
agitation system for patient-derived cells. The final design
is a scaled-down version of the traditional shaker table
and, to accommodate for limited space and astronaut time,
will be housed inside a Space Tango CubeLab – an
enclosed habitat for science that permits automated
science in microgravity.

Previous iterations revealed that the design is based off the
strength of actuators and it dictates the potential success of the
design. As such, the design now utilizes a stepper motor to get the
full agitation of the bag. The sled created an increased friction on
the bag which and reducing it durability. However, a roller system
provided a smoother surface and reduces friction on the bag. The
required temperature is achieved by ensuring that the CubeLab will
be an incubator instead of the manifold itself.

CONCLUSION
This subsystem design is currently in the second phase of an
engineering verification test (EVT). With adjustments to the current
launch schedule and Space Tango’s manifest, this investigation is
10 months from launch. While the overall performance of the new
agitation system has proven to create the mandatory motion of cells
to maintain their viability, the remaining time will be used to raise
the technology readiness levels (TRLs) of the agitation system and
integrated components based on EVT results. The principal
investigator for the science investigation is working alongside
project managers to revise requirements to include two Kiyotec
bags for additional cells. Additional EVTs will have to be conducted
to focus on how the additional bag, therefore rollers, might affect
the temperature within the CubeLab.

As such, it would be in the best interest that the new approach to a
space-based alternative for a shaker table is not only scalable but
automated. Likewise, the terrestrial approach best identified as an
Orbital Table will not be suitable for in-space investigations. The
other reason is how it operates on earth compared to in-space.
Gravity helps the fluid move inside of the given home for the cells.
The issue with that is the object holding the cells must have
headspace/air inside of it to make the Orbital work. When the cell
holder is completely full, the Orbital Table will just slush the media
inside the instead of actually agitate the cells.
With the new design, the purpose is to make the Orbital Table be
able to agitate cell 100% cell bags with no headspace/air in them.
The idea would have to be redone from scratch because nothing
has been done for cell culturing growth in space. The current idea is
to use direct contact with the bags.
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